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ABSTRACT This paper introduces new developments in an outage prediction model (OPM) for an electric
distribution network in the Northeastern United States and assesses their significance to the OPM performance. The OPM uses regression tree models fed by numerical weather prediction outputs, spatially
distributed information on soil, vegetation, electric utility assets, and historical power outage data to forecast
the number and spatial distribution of outages across the power distribution grid. New modules introduced
hereby consist in 1) a storm classifier based on weather variables; 2) a multimodel optimization of regression
tree output; and 3) a post-processing routine for more accurately describing tree-leaf conditions. Model
implementations are tested through leave-one-storm-out cross-validations performed on 120 storms of
varying intensity and characteristics. The results show that the median absolute percentage error of the new
OPM version decreased from 130% to 59% for outage predictions at the service territory level, and the OPM
skills for operational forecasts are consistent with the skills based on historical storm analyses.
INDEX TERMS Power distribution, extreme events, machine learning, numerical weather predictions,
power outage prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electricity is a foundation of modern society [1], [2], and
unreliable electric power delivery has direct and long-term
socio-economic effects [3], [4]. Predicting the variability
of electricity usage, in the form of forecasting the balance
between energy production [5]–[7], demand [8]–[11], and
outages [12], [13], is essential for addressing the reliability
of power delivery.
An important reliability component is weather-based outages. Storms can cause severe disruption in the electric grid,
affecting human activities [14], security and life [15], [16].
Advancing the predictive understanding of the relationships
between weather and power outages is a key step for creating a resilient electric grid, capable of withstanding the
current increase of weather-caused power outages [17] and
the expected increase in severe weather events [18].
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Berdakh Abibullaev.
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In the Northeastern United States, major power outages can
be caused by singular failures on the transmission system that
serves hundreds of thousands of customers [19]. In contrast,
most daily outages are produced by tree branches falling
on overhead distribution lines [20], that typically serve tens
to hundreds of customers. During storms, power outages
occurrence is determined by a complex interaction among
atmospheric phenomena, vegetation cover, and infrastructure.
Accurate storm power outage predictions and early communication of predicted impacts to the utilities in the face of this
complexity are necessary for efficient emergency preparedness, support and response [21].
The first attempt to develop an outage prediction model
can be found in [12], where a negative binomial regression
model [22] was used to evaluate the relative importance of
transformers, wind speed, and random effects during three
hurricanes. In the decade that followed, several studies on
outage prediction modeling were conducted. Liu et al. [23]
used Generalized Linear Models (GLMs [22]) to investigate
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the importance of hurricane and ice storm variables for outage prediction, and to improve the previous formulation of
the [12]’s hurricane outage prediction model. Advances were
obtained with a better variable selection [24], with the use
of Generalized Additive Models (GAMs [25]) for hurricane
outage predictions [26], and with the implementation of a
random forest (RF [27]) model [28]. The usefulness of a
hybrid classification tree/regression method for handling the
zero-inflation was discussed in [29], while Quiring et al. [30]
used classification and regression trees (CARTs [31]) for
demonstrating that some land cover variables are proxies
for the power system, hence useful for predicting outages.
Building on [28], the Spatially Generalized Hurricane Outage Prediction Model (SGHOPM [32]) combined elevation,
land cover, soil and vegetation with the wind characteristics
included in the first version [33], to improve prediction skill.
More recently, Wanik et al. [34] used also vegetation management and tree height data derived from LiDAR for enhancing
outage prediction accuracy by identifying the vegetation at
risk for striking overhead lines.
By exploiting the knowledge derived from previous
studies, this paper builds upon a comprehensive Outage Prediction Model (OPM), presented in [35] (hereafter, W15)
and [36] (hereafter, H17). The model was developed for
predicting outages associated with the main types of weather
events affecting the Northeastern United States, including thunderstorms, snow storms, extratropical and tropical
cyclones, by using state-of-the-art meteorological, statistical, and machine learning (ML) techniques. The OPM presented in W15 and H17 and its improvements have been
used since 2015 to issue forecasts for Eversource EnergyConnecticut and since early 2017 for Massachusetts and New
Hampshire service territories.
Previous studies on the OPM have highlighted different
aspects of outage prediction. In particular, from the evaluation
of eight ML techniques conducted in W15, an ensemble (ENS) model consisting of predictions from a decision tree (DT [31]), a RF and a boosted tree (BT [37])
model, that used weather hindcasts (dynamical downscaling of weather analyses), infrastructure and land cover data
as inputs, emerged as spatially better performing than each
individual model. In H17, a comparison between a Bayesian
additive regression trees (BART [38]) model and a quantile
regression forest (QRF [27], [39]) model yielded ‘‘inconsistent performances of both models for varying season categories (tree-leaf condition) implying difficulties in predicting
storm outages with leaves on trees’’. This study also determined that the BART model surpassed QRF in predicting the
total number of outages over the entire service territory.
Although both studies used variables extracted from
weather hindcasts as inputs to the outage models, neither
evaluated operational or pseudo-operational performances
computed on actual weather forecasts, after the outage models were built. It is well known, however, that even within a
short range of days (one to two), weather forecasts can be
associated with significant error [40], due to uncertainties
29640

in initial conditions - see [41] for a theoretical approach
and [42] for a case study over the East Coast - and limitations
in physical parameterizations of unresolved physics, such as
the cumulus [43] or planetary boundary layer schemes [44].
Therefore, performance evaluation based on weather hindcasts, despite its wide use in outage prediction literature,
is not sufficient for describing the overall performance of an
outage forecasting model.
In this study we aim at addressing the main challenges
identified in previous works, by introducing and describing
the implementation of three new modules into the OPM:
1) a storm classifier to allow different ML model calibrations for meteorologically distinct storm types and quantify
uncertainties for each type; 2) a leaf area index (LAI) parameter determined from satellite data to account for dynamic
leaf conditions that affects the relationship among various
weather parameters (wind gust, snow, ice) and power outages;
and 3) an optimization that combines ML model outputs
based on training error characteristics, to reduce outage
modeling error. We conduct cross-validations in different
model configurations based on 12 years of historical events
(120 storms) with the intent to demonstrate improvements
brought about by the new modules. To evaluate actual operational performance, we also compare OPM skills for one year
of analyzed events (25 storms) with the skills of OPM driven
by weather forecasts initialized 24 hours before the selected
events.
II. THE OUTAGE PREDICTION FRAMEWORK

The OPM is an operational forecasting framework that integrates weather predictions with infrastructure, land cover
and vegetation characteristics to predict, through the use of
machine learning models, distributed storm power outages
across utility service territories in the Northeastern United
States (Figure 1). This section aims at describing the OPM
structure.
A. INPUT DATA

The OPM inputs are listed in Table 1, and derive from
different sources: weather data (groups b,c,d,e) generated
from numerical weather prediction (NWP) model; land cover
(coniferous, deciduous and developed area) and vegetation
(LAI) variables retrieved from satellites; and infrastructure
data describing assets in the overhead distribution network
provided by the distribution company. These input datasets
have been chosen because forest and land cover type, along
with the amount of leaves on trees in a given period of the
year strongly influence how weather phenomena interact with
overhead lines, causing power outages.
Such data are rescaled and matched on a common grid,
to constitute the ‘‘storm analysis’’, a summary of measured or predicted conditions for each storm. A detailed
description of the sources of each input variable, of the data
preparation, and of the process that allows to rescale and
match the data on a common grid is provided in the next paragraphs. The reasons behind the classification of the variables
into six different groups are described in Section III.
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FIGURE 1. The Outage Prediction Model architecture.
TABLE 1. Description of the predictor variables used in the OPM.

(Advanced Research WRF-ARW, v.3.7.1 [45], [46]) NWP
model. The WRF produces high-resolution weather forecasts
(future conditions) and hindcasts (past conditions) by dynamcally downscaling Global Forecast System (GFS) data, used
as inital and boundary conditions. GFS data are produced by
the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
and are available at six-hourly intervals on a 0.25 degree
grid. Weather forecasts and hindcasts are created by applying
a two-way nesting technique on three nested domains. This
technique allows to remove numerical noise at the boundaries
between different domains, through interactive inter-domain
communication [47]–[49].
We fixed an outer domain covering most of the Eastern
United States with 18 km grid spacing; a 6 km intermediate
domain capturing the Northeastern United States, and an
inner domain at 2 km grid spacing, centered over Connecticut,
providing the final high-resolution forecast for the study area.
The WRF model is set up with the configuration described
by Table 2. WRF operational forecasts are updated daily at
http://cee-wrf.engr.uconn.edu/.

TABLE 2. Parametrization schemes used in the WRF model.

1) WEATHER

For each storm, weather data are computed at 2 km grid
spacing through the Weather Research and Forecasting
VOLUME 7, 2019
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Weather simulations are processed by extracting new
parameters summarizing wind, precipitation and soil data
over the entire storm life (48 hours for extratropical and
36 hours for convective storms) for each grid cell:
• Maximum value (MaxW10m, MaxGust, MaxSoilMst,
MaxSpHum, MaxTemp, MaxTotPrec, MaxPreRate):
maximum value of any selected variable;
• Mean value (MeanW10m, MeanGust, MeanPreRate,
MeanSoilMst, MeanTemp): mean value of any selected
variable computed in the 4-hour window of highest mean
10m wind;
• Occurrence value (Wgt5, Wgt9, Wgt13, Ggt9, Ggt17):
number of hours of wind speed or wind gusts above
given thresholds over the specified storm duration;
• Continuous duration value (Cowgt5, Cowgt9, Cowgt13):
maximum continuous duration (in hours) of sustained
winds above a certain threshold.
Wind- and gust-related variables are used because the
primary stress on trees during most of the storms is caused
by winds. Precipitation changes the resistance of the wood,
adds weight to tree (particularly in the form of snow or ice),
and increases soil moisture, contributing to loosen the bonds
between roots and soil, which may cause uprooting.Specific
humidity and temperature depict additional stress on trees
and infrastructure. Moreover, given that the majority of the
outages occur during the storm peak, a characterization of
both the peak intensity and of the duration of adverse meteorological conditions during an event are used in our model.
Storms are subsequently classified (through the classification introduced in Section II-D) according to their dominant
meteorological characteristics. This allows to select different
relevant input variables for different storm types, for facilitating the learning tasks of the machine learning models.
2) INFRASTRUCTURE

Utility infrastructure data were provided by Eversource
Energy and reported as geolocated protective devices. Such
data are proprietary and owned by the utility company.
We aggregated infrastructure data at the 2 km grid cells used
by the WRF model, in order to create a variable, sum of assets,
representing the total number of electric transformers, fuses,
reclosers, and switches in each grid cell.
3) LAND COVER

The land cover dataset was created by the University of
Connecticut Center for Land Use Education and Research
(CLEAR) at 30 m resolution [63]. Data were aggregated into
2 km grid cells by considering the land cover in the immediate
proximity (60 m) of overhead lines, following W15.
4) VEGETATION

Vegetation characteristics are present in the model through
the LAI, a dimensionless quantity that measures the green leaf
area per unit ground surface area [64]. The original dataset
is available from the NASA Earth Observations (NEO)
project [65], which is part of the NASA Earth Observing
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System project [66]. It is derived from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aboard the Terra
and Aqua satellites, which acquires images at 500 meters
resolution, and is scaled and resampled at 0.1◦ spatial and
eight-day temporal resolutions. The dataset is available for
the 2000-2016 time period, and an algorithm that we developed for this study (Section II-D1) allows to process, quality
control and rescale the entire dataset at the 2 km grid.

B. RESPONSE VARIABLE: HISTORICAL OUTAGE DATA

The number of electric power outages per 2 km grid cell
per storm represents the response variable of the OPM.
Outages are defined as locations where at minimum a twoman restoration crew is needed for manual intervention to
restore power (W15, H17). Historical, geolocated power outages recorded by the Eversource Outage Management System (OMS) were aggregated on the 2 km grid by storm.
We identified the storm dataset using an outage intensity
and a weather severity approach: (i) we computed the 95th
percentile of the daily outage distribution on the Eversource
service territory, and, in agreement with utility managers,
defined storm days as the days that exceeded this percentile; (ii) we applied the storm classifier (introduced in
Section II-D2) to the Automated Surface Observing System
(ASOS) airport station data, to include the storms with significant weather, but whose outages were not in the top 5th
percentile. Based on these approaches we identified 76 extratropical storms and 44 convective storms, which were simulated using the WRF model, and we aggregated such data with
the other input data for the OPM to create a storm analysis
dataset. The total service territory outages per storm in the
database range between 24 and 3,590 for extratropical storms,
and between 92 and 1,042 for thunderstorms or convective
events, following a log-normal distribution of outages for
the territory and a general negative binomial distribution at
town and grid cell level totals (not shown). Most outages
occurred over densely populated Southwestern Connecticut
(Figure 2a and 2b).
For having an overview of the most vulnerable areas,
we removed the dependence of outages on infrastructure
(Figure 2c and 2d). Specifically, we normalized the outages
occurring in each town by the sum of the assets in that
territory, and we found differences in the impact between
extratropical and convective storms. Since many extratropical
storms lie over the ocean, major outages were concentrated
across the coastal area, mainly in the southwestern coastal
region (with more than two outages per thousand assets in
an average extratropical storm) and in high-elevation areas
in northeastern Connecticut (Figure 2c). The impact of convective storms, in contrast, was inland (Figure 2d), especially
in the highly vegetated areas of northeastern and northwestern Connecticut. Despite this statistical information on the
average storm impact is not used by the OPM, it provides
a descriptive overview of the spatial characteristics of the
interactions between infrastructure and different storm types.
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FIGURE 2. Mean storm outages by town for: a) extratropical, b) convective storms. Mean outages per storm per assets by town for c) extratropical,
d) convective storms.

C. MACHINE LEARNING MODELS

For training the nonparametric models used in the OPM,
we used historical storm analyses, composed of a summary
of weather hindcasts, land cover, LAI, electric utility assets
and historical outages for a range of storms with substantial
impact within Connecticut. The models allow to predict the
number of future (using weather forecasts) or past (using
weather hindcasts) power outages during a storm, at the same
2 km grid used for the input variables.
To limit the effect of correlated predictors, input data were
preprocessed by performing a principal component analysis
(PCA [67], [68]) using a varimax rotation [69], and by keeping the first 10 components, that explained between 85% and
95% of the model variability in our datasets. The machine
learning models used in the OPM are the following:
• Decision Tree (DT): a series of decision nodes (‘if-then’
statements) that, starting from a ‘root node’, allows to
recursively split the training data into subsets of similar
values for the response variable (outages) [70]. In this
work we use the CART [31] method, that allows a generation of only two ‘‘branches’’ from each decision node.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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Dataset partitioning occurs through the minimization of
the sum of square error (SSE).
Gradient Boosted Tree (BT) [37]: a model that fits small
decision trees ‘‘weak lerners’’ on the residuals of decision trees of fixed size ‘‘base learners’’. The residuals
are the deviations of the observed values from the mean
value of each partition. Since the trees fitted on the residuals may lead to overfitting, a learning rate is used to
reduce the corrections obtained by such trees. Similarly
to W15, one thousand trees were fitted, with a learning
rate of 0.1.
Random Forest (RF) [27]: a collection of decision trees
trained on a random subset of training data, using a random subset of predictors. Similarly to W15, two hundred
trees were created for our random forest model.
Ensemble regression (ENS): a decision tree model
trained on the DT, BT and RF outputs to refine their
predictions. The ENS attempts to find new patterns in
the ML outputs, which may yield better results than any
single model. The DT, BT and RF outputs are the only
three variables that are inputted into a final decision
29643
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•

tree model (ENS). This model was previously found to
have better spatial accuracy than individual ML models
in W15.
Bayesian Additive Regression Tree (BART) [38]: it is a
sum of regression tree models:
Y =

m
X

gj (x, Tj , Mj ) + .

(1)

j=1

where gj (x; Tj , Mj ) is the contribution provided to the
model by the jth regression tree; x is the vector of predictors; Tj and Mj are respectively the set of tree nodes and
of terminal nodes for the jth tree; and  is the variance
component, assumed to be N (0, σ 2 ). We set a number
of trees m = 30, and starting from prior specifications
for Tj , Mj and σ , we used ten thousand iterations in the
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC [71]) algorithm
to reach convergence. Once convergence was reached,
we used four thousand iterations to obtain the predictions. A similar configuration was used in H17.
Model outputs, in the form of outage predictions, are
either aggregated at the town level and presented as power
outage maps, or aggregated at the distribution company
level, and presented as total outages on the territory. Since
discrepancies in the predictions were found among the different ML models, in the new OPM version, the predictions
of the five models are post-processed through a statistical
optimization (Section II-D). After the final outage predictions are generated, they are communicated to emergency
response personnel, who use this information to develop
preparedness measures for facing the incoming storm and
to increase the resilience of the affected territories through
more accurate planning and an estimation of the time to
restoration [72], [73].
D. NEW MODULES

Three new modules have been added to the OPM framework
and are presented in this work: the LAI was added to take
into account of the interactions between power lines and vegetation; the storm classifier was introduced to allow the ML
models to be calibrated with different variables for different
storm types; and an optimization technique was implemented
for improving OPM results based on past performance of the
different ML models.
1) LEAF AREA INDEX

Following the recommendations of H17, we created an algorithm for implementing a quality controlled LAI information
in the OPM (Figure 3). The LAI variable allows to consider
the variability of power outage occurrence created by the
varying amount of leaves that are on the trees. The algorithm
was necessary because the original NEO dataset contained a
substantial amount of missing data, primarily due to clouds
and interpolation effects, and its use was indicated for basic
analysis or trend detection.
29644

FIGURE 3. Algorithm for LAI data processing and correction.

The first step of the LAI data processing algorithm was
the formulation, for each eight-day period, of a first guess at
the climatological LAI values and anomalies for the region
of interest. The missing data present in the original dataset
were not considered in the computation of climatological
values. The second step consisted in the estimation of the
missing values by using the temporal autocorrelation function
of the first guess climate anomalies (departures from the first
guess climatology) of the dataset. We found the LAI values,
at any point, to be (weakly) correlated at a 0.05 significance
level with the LAI values measured in the previous eight-day
period; but no significant correlation occurred for a distance
of two or more time steps. We estimated the anomaly for each
missing point, by using a combination of an autoregressive
model of order 1 -AR(1), by considering both previous and
successive values - and a Gaussian filter on the valid data. The
new anomalies were added to the first guess of the climatology to compute the corrected LAI values, whose missing data
were compensated for because in locations for which the LAI
could not be retrieved using neighboring values, the value of
the first guess at the climatology was used. From this new
LAI dataset we computed the new eight-day climatological
values of LAI that are used in the OPM, as well as the new
anomalies.
2) STORM CLASSIFIER

Weather prediction accuracy as well as the interactions
among weather parameters, vegetation and infrastructure,
vary for distinct storm types. In order to consider the different errors occurring in both meteorological analysis and
forecasts for different types of weather, and to allow the
models to use only the variables that successfully describe
the processes involved for each type, we introduced a storm
classification, grouping events to extratropical and thunderstorms. In future model developments we will also introduce
hurricanes/tropical system and snow/ice events.
Following [74] and [75], the storms hitting the considered
territory were classified into four different categories, according to the dominant meteorological conditions and to the scale
of the processes involved:
• Convective storms at the mesoscale: events of short
duration (minutes to a few hours) characterized
VOLUME 7, 2019
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by lightning, high rain rate, strong wind gusts, and,
in some cases, hail. These thunderstorms may either be
embedded in a frontal system (in any season) or isolated
and created by diurnal heating of the surface (usually in
summer and late spring).
• Extratropical storms at the synoptic scale: extratropical
storms exhibiting heavy rain and winds and lasting from
several hours to a few days. Such events in our database
are most frequent during the fall.
• Snow and ice storms: events characterized by wintry
precipitation, such as snow, sleet, and freezing rain, and
often associated with strong winds.
• Hurricanes: tropical cyclones characterized by long
duration of strong sustained winds and wind gusts, and
high precipitation rates.
We created an algorithm for retrospectively classifying
all the storms in the database using surface meteorological
observations and forecasts valid 24 hours prior to the storm
start time. The algorithm used the following criteria:
• If the storm produced one or several tornadoes (identified by the National Weather Service), the event was not
included in any data set, because the short-range weather
hindcasts and the forecasts analyzed lacked tornado predictability.
• If the storm was classified as a ‘‘hurricane’’ or ‘‘tropical
storm’’ by the National Hurricane Center, we applied the
same classification in the OPM. Two hurricanes have hit
New England in the last 10 years: Irene (August 2011)
and Sandy (October 2012). They were extensively studied in W15 and in [13].
• If the storm produced a water equivalent of at least 5 mm
of wintry precipitation over at least 25 percent of the
territory, we classified it as a snow or ice storm. Wintry
precipitation was not included in this study.
• If wind gusts of at least 13 m/s lasting less than five consecutive hours associated with precipitation of at least
10 mm in one hour were measured or predicted, or if
the event was officially reported as ‘‘thunderstorm’’ at at
least one airport station, and if gusts exceeding 13 m/s
for more than five hours were not measured or predicted
at all the other airport stations, we classified the storm
as convective at the mesoscale. We classified 44 thunderstorms with these characteristics into this category.
• If the above conditions were not satisfied, and wind gust
exceeding 17 m/s were measured or predicted in any
location, we classified the storm as extratropical at the
synoptic scale. We selected 76 extratropical storms for
this study.
This algorithm was not only used for classifying historical
storms, but is also operationally used for triggering the OPM.
The algorithm replaces the storm categorization algorithm
based on the time of the year, introduced in W15 and H17.
In that algorithm the absence of information on the condition of tree leaves was partially compensated for by the
categorization into ‘‘cold season’’ (having little or no leaf
coverage), ‘‘warm season’’ (having high leaf coverage) and
VOLUME 7, 2019

‘‘transition period’’ (having intermediate leaf coverage).
However, despite the occurrence of predominant processes
across different seasons climatologically reflects the storm
type categorization, different storm types can occur in each
season, which limits the ability of seasonal categorization to
capture the unique storm characteristics.
The foundation of the storm classification was based on
the fact that different variables are important for different
storm types for physical (predominant processes) and model
structure (weather model inaccuracy) reasons. While it could
be argued that the inclusion of all weather model output variables in the OPM could lead to better performance, empirical
evidence (Section IV-A) demonstrates that spurious interactions may lead to overfitting.
3) OPTIMIZATION

We introduced a module for optimally combining the ML
model predictions and providing the best estimate of the
outage prediction, by taking into account historical model
performances. The outage prediction Fk for the k th storm was
obtained as a linear combination of the five non-parametric
models predictions (pi,k ):
Fk =

5
X

ci,k · pi,k

(2)

i=1

The coefficients ci,k ’s were computed by maximizing an
objective function with the characteristics of robustness for
different orders of magnitude and of absence of overweightness of some statistics with respect to others. The oversensitivity to very damaging storms rendered inadequate the
results produced by the least squares minimization, hence
we introduced the ratio U between the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient
(NSE [76]):
U=

NSE
MAPE

(3)

where the NSE (defined in Appendix) is a nondimensional
measure of efficiency, ranging between −∞ and 1, that determines the magnitude of the residual variance of a regression
analysis relative to the initial, observed variance; and the
MAPE is defined in Appendix. The estimation of the coefficients ci,k for each storm is performed by considering only the
remaining storms. Such coefficients are used for predicting
outages related to the excluded storm.
The function U allowed us to simultaneously optimize two
of the statistics (NSE, MAPE) indicated as most important
by Legates and McCabe [77], while taking into account the
main characteristic of the dataset: that the storm total outages
follow a strongly right-skewed log-normal distribution (not
shown). For this reason the overfitting toward strong events
obtained by the maximization of the NSE was balanced by
the high weight given to the many low impact events, which
was obtained with the denominator of the function.
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III. METHODOLOGY

TABLE 3. Sensitivity tests.

This section describes the methodology used for demonstrating outage prediction skills improvements brought about
by the new modules implemented into the OPM for the
Eversource Connecticut service territory.
A. CROSS-VALIDATION

We used the historical storm dataset described in Section II-B
to
conduct
leave-one-(storm)-out-cross-validations
(LOOCV [78]–[80]) experiments in presence and absence of
the implemented modules.
The LOOCV at the storm level consists in predicting
outages of any storm by calibrating a model using all the
storms present in the historical dataset except for the considered storm. We chose this method because both the k-fold
cross-validation and the repeated random holdout validation e.g. [81] for a complete overview - used in W15 and H17,
respectively, do not reflect the scope needed in an outage
prediction model - that is, the ability to forecast damages
from a storm whose outages are originally unknown at any
location. Both k-fold and repeated randomized holdout may
use strongly correlated neighboring data for the storm of
interest in the model calibration. In a LOOCV framework,
on the other hand, the knowledge of weather-related outages in neighboring areas from the same storm cannot be
used. Moreover, results obtained using a LOOCV are directly
comparable with operational model settings, with the unique
difference that a storm forecast is used in place of the analysis.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The LOOCV experiments on the storm dataset were organized as follows:
i) We tested the skills of the five machine learning models
(BART, ENS, RF, DT, and BT) in the same configuration used
in W15 and H17 (with a seasonal categorization).
ii) We implemented the optimization module and created
the OPT model. We quantified the improvements brought
about by the optimization by comparing the OPT skills with
the skills of each ML model.
iii) We additionally implemented the the LAI module and
created the OPT _LAI model. We compared the OPT model
skills with the OPT _LAI ones.
iv) For testing the importance of the implementation of
the storm classifier, we designed 20 LOOCV experiments
(Table 3), that allowed us to evaluate the sensitivity of the
model to different categories of input variables (Table 1).
In category (a), land cover and assets, we included static
variables related to infrastructure and land cover. In groups
(b), wind, (c), gust, and (d), precipitation, we included all
the variables outputted from the weather model or computed during a post-processing that were, respectively wind-,
gust-, or precipitation-related. In group (e), near-surface,
we included the remaining important weather variables computed below the ground or at the surface. Finally, for demonstrating the improvements from adding the vegetation annual
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variability, we created category (f), leaves, with LAI as its
unique variable. The only group common to all sensitivity
experiments was (a), land cover, since W15 demonstrated
that the variables in this category were significant for the
OPM. Experiments 11-20 corresponded to 1-10, with the
addition of (f), leaves. Each odd-numbered experiment differed from the even-numbered one after it in that (c), gusts,
were added to the latter. Experiments 1-8 and 11-18 inclued
(b), wind, while 9, 10, 19, and 20 did not. Experiment
18 was the most complex, containing all the predictors listed
in Table 1.
v) We then selected the two best performing models (one
with and another without LAI) for each storm class, and
compared their skills with the OPT model skills, that used
a seasonal categorization.
vi) We also computed the aggregated (extratropical and
convective) skills of the new model that has all the implementations (OPT _LAI _CLA) and compared with the skill of both
the OPT _LAI model and of the OPT _CLA model, selected
from experiments 1-10.
C. VERIFICATION METRICS

We computed the error metrics described in Appendix for
evaluating model skills, and the percent improvement (PI) for
comparing changes in an error metric M between different
model versions, namely 1 and 2:

M2 − M1

if higher values of M correspond
100 ·


M1




to better performances

PI =


M1 − M2


100 ·
if lower values of M correspond



M1


to better performances
(4)
We used the Taylor [82] diagram for evaluating model performances. The Taylor diagram uses the relationship among
NCRMSE, NSD, and r to plot these three statistics in a
standardized quadrant.
Since outage data are spread over different orders
of magnitude, however, ‘‘correlation-based measures are
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inappropriate and should not be used to evaluate the
goodness-of-fit of model simulation’’ [77], because these
measures are likely to be sensitive to extreme values. Legates
and McCabe [77] also recommend reporting ‘‘the observed
and modeled means and standard deviations, as well as
MAE or RMSE (and probably both)’’, despite indicating the
coefficient of efficiency as the most appropriate measure. For
this reason, we chose to present and compare several statistics
to find the best overall model.
In evaluating the significance of the results, it was not
possible to apply common statistical techniques for error
evaluation. In fact, the strong non-linearities in the model
did not allow the error to be Gaussian. Hence, we considered
five different pairs of cross-validations performed with the
same input data and model setting. In comparisons within
the pairs, each cross-validation was found not to differ more
than 3% from each other on any error metric. For this reason,
despite the limits imposed by the long computational time on
the number of experiments we could perform, we assumed
a difference of less than 3 percent between two statistics as
representative of similar results while considering a greater
difference as different.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present the results obtained by progressively implementing and evaluating each new module into
the OPM. Results were rigorously validated using sensitivity tests in a LOOCV framework on the historical storm
events. The new OPM version, obtained after implementation of all the new modules, was further evaluated in an
operational framework, using the weather forecasts available
the day before each storm. This last step was necessary
because many decisions on the crews needed for restoration are taken one day before each storm, since this is the
tradeoff between weather forecast accuracy and adequate
preparedness. However, the possible presence of errors in
the short-term forecasts makes performance evaluation using
the weather hindcasts alone inadequate for describing the
operational performance.
A. SENSITIVITY TESTS

The original, operational OPM version, described in
W15 and H17, was composed of five different ML models
that generated separate outage forecasts. We evaluated these
models on the 120 storms that are the object of this study.
Results of the model evaluation showed MdAPEs between
57% (BART) and 88% (RF), MAPEs between 117% (BT) and
160% (RF), and NSE between 0.17 (DT) and 0.45 (BART)
(Table 4, first box). The typical feature of some of these models was a remarkable overestimation of low impact events,
as shown in W15 and H17, which led to very high values of
MAPE.
The information produced by each ML model was optimized using the techinque described in Section II-D3
to create the OPT model version, that was operational
between June 2016 and January 2017 (Table 4, second box).
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The combination between the different ML models in the
optimization allowed the reduction of most of the very high
errors (up to 10 times) for the low-impact storms, and to
correct overall biases. This optimization led to a drastic
decrease of the MAPE, which halved to 65%. Analyzing
the performance by storm type it is possible to notice that
most of its skills came from the extratropical model, since the
NSE coefficient of the convective model was not significantly
different than zero, despite having lower absolute percentage
errors (because of the smaller range).
The addition of the LAI module to the OPT model allowed
us to create the OPT _LAI model, operational between
January and June 2017. Such model was characterized
by a further performance improvement, estimated between
2% and 9%, with respect to the OPT model. However, since
we consider two statistics as different when their values differ
each other by more than 3% (section III-C), it is not possible
to state that the improvement brought about by LAI lead to
subsantially different results for all the considered metrics.
The validity of a storm classification for outage prediction purposes was demonstrated through 20 sensitivity
tests, described in Table 3. The results of the sensitivity
experiments 11-20 (with LAI) are presented in the central
part of Table 4, from which, for brevity, we have omitted
experiments 1-10 (their aggregated results are summarized
at the bottom of the table in the OPT _CLA model). Since
the table is not easily interpreted, we follow [77] in giving
primary importance to the NSE. In cases of similar results,
the MdAPE and MAPE complete the evaluation of the results.
In the simulations for extratropical storms, results from
experiment 18 (with the inclusion of all the predictor variables) showed the best performance with a NSE of 0.50,
a median absolute percentage error of 47 percent, and a mean
percentage error of 64 percent. The most important variables
for this experiment were: sum of assets, total precipitation,
maximum and mean temperature, and mean wind gusts. It is
noteworthy that model errors around or above 50 percent
derive from an outage distribution spanning more than two
orders of magnitude. Similar results for all the metrics were
found also in experiment 14 (without near-surface variables),
which did not produce any improvement to or setback for the
model. Gusts were also important, as strong improvements
in the NSE could be seen between each odd experiment and
the following even one. Two other relevant variables were
wind and precipitation; when wind was removed, the NSE
decreased by 20 percent (experiment 20), and the absence of
precipitation as predictor variable (experiment 16) implied a
28 percent decrease.
For thunderstorms, the results showed a different pattern.
The most skillful experiment was number 15, which used
neither gusts nor precipitation and whose NSE was 0.42.
For this experiment the most important variables were: sum
of assets, maximum specific humidity, maximum and mean
temperature, and maximum soil moisture. In all the other
thunderstorm simulations, the NSE assumed lower values;
simulations 11-14 in particular had no skills (NSE ≤ 0.15).
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TABLE 4. Summary table for the cross validations who led to model improvements. Bolded values indicate the statistics, unbolded values indicate the
percent improvement (PI) with respect to the respective, bolded statistic in the same box, and values in bracket indicate the PI with respect to the
previous, bolded model version.

This means any model that did not use near-surface parameters was unable to correctly predict outages related to
thunderstorms, hence only experiments 15-20 were worth
investigating. In experiment 16, the addition of gusts to the
best performing model produced a significant decrease in
performance in the NSE and MAPE. This could be explained
by overfitting in the model (due to particular, hidden features
in the limited number of storms) that emerged in these results.
The overfitting could be avoided by removing some predictor
variables and creating a simpler model. For the same reasons,
the implementation of precipitation in the model (in experiments 17 and 18) also failed to improve the performance
relative to experiments 15 and 16.
These results highlight the complexity of predicting outages when thunderstorms occur. In fact, while thunderstorms
are characterized by heavy precipitation and strong gusts,
these variables were not important in the models due to the
difficulty of predicting the exact location of the phenomena by the WRF model - hence, the double-penalty effect
predominated. More specifically, errors were introduced by
the misplacing of the typical thunderstorm features and this
penalized the model twice - once for not predicting the event
in the location where it occurred (miss) and once for forecasting it at the wrong location (false alarm) [83]. The doublepenalty effect, derived from important errors in thunderstorm
forecasts and analyses, is reflected in the creation of models
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overfitted on some meteorological features that have been
artificially created by the weather simulations, but which did
not manifest. Hence, when the model was validated in the
LOOCV, the overfitting emerged as a decrease in performance. Despite these limitations, however, the thunderstorm
model had lower MAPE and MdAPE with respect to the
model for extratropical storms, because of the lower range
of thunderstorm-related outages.
Gaining an understanding of the strengths and weaknesses
of the models for different storm types allowed us to create
the new OPM version (OPT _LAI _CLA), operational since
June 2017. This model allows us to use the most suitable set
of variables for each storm type. The combined introduction
of the classification and LAI modules led to a 13% improvements in the NSE and 9% in both MdAPE and MAPE, over
the OPT version. When comparing this new OPM version
with the BART model, performance improvements are drastic, varying between 17% and 63%, depending on the statistics. As the Taylor diagram (Figure 4c) shows, the NCRMSE
decreased from 0.79 of the BART to 0.61 of the new OPM,
and the correlation increased from 0.63 to 0.79.
Consequently, the new model allowed us to capture the
order of magnitude of outages (the dashed lines in Figure 4a
and 4b) for 95 percent of the storms and to predict 65 percent of the storms within a 50 percent error (thick red lines
in Figure 4b). This constituted a big step toward the milestone
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FIGURE 4. Scatter plots of predicted versus actual outages for a) the BART and b) the new OPM versions. c) Taylor diagram comparing the
performances for Extratropical and Convective storms for the BART and new OPM. d) Density plot of storm total relative errors for the
BART (red) and the new OPM (blue) versions. Red lines represent a 50% error, while dashed lines delimit an error of half order of magnitude.

of predicting 90 percent of the events within that error and
an important improvement over the 51 percent of the BART
model (Figure 4a). From the analysis of the relative errors,
it emerged that the new model has a much narrower and
more centered distribution than the BART (Figure 4d). The
main feature of the BART was the overestimation of medium
and low impact events, that manifested in false alarms. The
increased predictability of such events is noteworthy, since
the decision-making process involves determination of the
number of in- and out-of-state crews, crews travel time and
associated costs, expected duration of the restoration process,
VOLUME 7, 2019

and prevention from eventual penalities that utilities may
face. False alarms may trigger costly prevention measures
such as crews and resources allocation, and a high number
of false alarms threatens the credibility of the model.
Finally, we again evaluated the importance of the LAI in
the new OPM by analyzing experiments 1-10 (not shown) and
summarizing the performance difference between the new
OPM with LAI and without (last row of Table 4). After the
removal of this variable, the performance decrease (between
2 percent and 9 percent) was consistent with that found for
the previous model version, consolidating, but not proving,
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FIGURE 5. Plot of storm total outage predictions using storm forecasts versus outage predictions using analyses for storms that occurred
in Connecticut during 2016 (a); plots of outage predictions using storm forecasts (b) and analyses (c) versus actual outages, for the same
storms of (a).

the hypothesis that the LAI is an important variable for outage
prediction.
Hence, the analysis of several statistical measures of error
proved that the new modules implemented in the OPM
allowed drastic outage prediction improvements over each
ML model introduced in W15 and H17.
B. OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCES

The outage prediction framework developed with the storm
analyses would be a mere numerical exercise if a consistency
between weather hindcasts and forecasts (that is, the absence
of a significant bias) did not hold. To evaluate the hypothesis of consistency between outages predicted using storm
forecasts and those predicted using storm analysis, we considered the events that occurred in 2016. From the comparison of the outage predictions using forecasts and analyses,
shown in Figure 5a, it emerged that the median absolute
percentage difference among each couple of forecast-analysis
(18 percent) was much smaller than the MdAPE of the forecasts and of the analyses versus the actual outages (30% in
both cases, Figure 5b and 5c).
Hence, the errors deriving from the weather model uncertainties between forecasts and analyses were a small part
of the total OPM error. The major contribution to the error
came from consistent inaccuracies of the weather model and
from the statistical models. The biases for the 2016 storms
for forecasts and analyses with respect to the actual data are
15 and 23 percent, respectively. The fact that these values are
much higher than the bias between forecasts and analyses
(-6.2 percent) strengthens the finding of consistency.
Furthermore, the positive values can be explained with the
29650

outage model underdispersion, which produces overestimation for medium-to-low impact events.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study presented three new modules that were implemented in an existing outage prediction model and evaluated the new model predictions and improvements based on
76 extratropical and 44 convective storms. The optimization
module introduced hereby led to a version that significantly
outperformed each of the five machine learning models comprising the OPM. Further improvements - the addition of
the leaf area index and the weather classification with a
consequent variable selection - allowed the new OPM to perform with a Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient of 0.53 and
to predict most of the events with a service-territory-totaloutages maximum error of 43 percent. Extratropical storms,
associated with a more extended historical dataset, exhibited
a higher Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient than convective storms,
but also a higher median absolute percentage error, because
of the much wider range of outages.
We also presented operational OPM performance using
the weather forecasts for a subset of the analyzed events
and compared it with performance using weather hindcasts.
Comparison at the service territory level showed that the high
correlation and low bias between the predicted outages in the
two configurations exhibited the validity of the current operational framework, which consists of calibrating the model
using weather hindcasts and predicting outages using consistent weather forecasts. Errors in both forecasts and analyses
can be attributed to a random component, as the misplacing of
weather phenomena or to a systematic component dependet
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on orography, infrastructure resilience measureas and other
local conditions.
We suggest further improvements for addresing the
double-penalty effect, which played an important role in the
random component for the thunderstorm model: these are
the application of a spatial translation and matching of the
forecast and observed fields [84]; the neighborhood method
for upscaling the fields [85]–[87], or a combination of the
two. The upscaling would imply an evaluation of the outage
prediction obtained by aggregating the predictors at different
resolutions to find the best resolution for each storm type.
Future steps also include the exploration of probabilistic outage forecasts, based on ensemble numerical weather
predictions as input. Since the machine learning models use
weather data as inputs and weather data have their own errors,
providing a probabilistic forecast based on machine learning
model uncertainty only would not be sufficient for capturing
the actual variability of the predictions. A probabilistic framework based on weather ensemble forecasts would be the best
candidate to capture the actual predictive uncertainty.
Finally, we would like to mention that, since the OPM
is operational and emergency response personnel partially
base their decisions on this outage prediction model, both the
reduction of the model errors demonstrated in this paper, and
future improvements have immediate social and economic
benefits. Accurate outage predictions allow emergency managers to allocate the correct number of crews and equipment
for preparing for upcoming storms. This results in shorter
outage times, and reduces restoration costs. When the impact
of a weather event is underestimated, higher restoration costs
are associated with the need of calling out-of-state crews
after the event. Moreover, crews travel time would delay the
restoration process leading to longer outages. Higher costs are
also associated with overestimation of a storm’s impact, due
to excessive crew allocation, therefore unnecessary restoration cost.
APPENDIX
ERROR METRICS

The error metrics used in the paper are listed below:
•

•

The median absolute percentage error (MdAPE): maximum percentage error that can be committed 50 percent
of the times.
The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE):
n

MAPE =

1 X Fk − Ok
n
Ok

(5)

k=1

•
•

•

The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (r):
linear correlation between predictions and observations.
The normalized standard deviation (NSD): ratio
between the standard deviation of the model and the
standard deviation of the observations.
The normalized centered root mean squared error
(NCRMSE) measures the random component of the
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error:
vX
u

2
n
u
(Fk − F̄) − (Ok − Ō)
u
k=1
NCRMSE = t
Xn 
2
(Ok − Ō)

(6)

k=1

•

the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE [76]), a nondimensional measure of efficiency, ranging between
−∞ and 1, that determines the magnitude of the residual
variance of a regression analysis relative to the initial,
observed variance:

 Xn
(Fk − Ok )2

(7)
NSE = 1 −  Xk=1
n
(Ok − Ō)2
k=1

where, for all the metrics, n is the total number of storms,
Fk and Ok are respectively the k th prediction and observation,
and Ō the mean observed data.
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